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Location: Meeting District, Ghelamco Arena, Ghent 

 

PLENARY PART 1 

 

Introduction (Prof. M. Luypaert) 

• M&A: fastest and likely the cheapest way to grow a company with least possible risk 

attached, yet way underused 

• 2018 was an M&A peak year; 2019 a little lower, but historically still on a very high wave 

• 1,5 more on cashflow to be paid compared to 2013; other drivers to be found for 

acquisitions; important driver today = tech  

• Number 1 motive = constant: economies of scale 

• Growing importance: 

o Acquiring tech (almost as important) 

o Attracting talent 

• Analyzing / integrating tech is changing the rules of the game 

o Little time for due diligence not to lose the opportunity 

o Need for full integration? Or rather keep the innovation momentum 

o Other valuation rules and things to consider (e.g. not necessarily cashflow, but 

number of users…) 

 

Sustainable value creation through M&A: the role of the board (Sandra Gobert) 

Notetaker comment: a rather theoretical introduction ahead. Hard to follow, but let’s give it a go to 

structure and revisit the slides to complement in due case after.  

 

Guberna = institute for direcotrs in Belgium > better decisions > better world 
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• Knowledge center for good governance  

• Insights from governance > translated in learnings for all actors 

Why governance and M&A? 

• Definition: “Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and 

controlled” (Sir Adrian Cadbury) 

o Split the role of chairman of the board <> CEO / senior mgmt 

o Nose in, fingers out (NIFO) = not getting involved in the management of the 

company; guard the line between governance and management is a balancing 

exercise 

 

• M&A = successfully combining ownership, execution to create value 

o From buying your own company to all forms of opening / transferring ownership 

o Important weapon to drive growth and increase stakeholder value 

o Given the importance of M&A, the link with governance and it’s evolving state has 

been growing over the years 

 

• Modern boards, providing the overview of the industry and the company over time > good 

position to de-cloud the views that the management may have, guarding them from 

mistakes / missed opportunities 

 

• Gorvernace (more recent definition by Prof. M. E. King, 2016) 

• Ethical culture 

• Good performance (more than just financial) 

• Effective control 

• Legitimacy (= necessity for companies to survive) 

 

Today = the 3rd wave of governance > fundamental questions are raised on the role of governance 

Sustainable value creation: Purpose versus Profit? > the world needs corporations who combine 

profit and responsibility; profit should be the result and not the objective of the corporation 

Principles 

1. Corporate law should guard sustainability of development 

2. Ownership should recognize obligations of shareholders to stakeholders 

3. Fulfilment of corporate purpose 

4. Corporate gov should align company purpose with managerial practice 

 

• What is sustainability? Meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs.  

• Companies play a decisive role in the road towards a sustainable economy 

• Governance / role of the board: aligning shareholders and stakeholders rights! (so 

not only focus on the shareholders); putting in place effective ethical leadership; 
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inclusive approach, balancing the legitimate interest of shareholders and 

stakeholders 

• Ownership & sustainable value creation should go together 

• Governance is the art of aligning interest and the role of the board is very important here; 

focus on long-term value creation 

• Management should look at targets for potential acquisition <> board should check how 

they match against the long-term vision 

• The roles of the board 

• Ensure the right leadership and manpower are in place 

• Strategy (including M&A strategy) 

• Monitoring and supervision 

More on the role of the board in M&A:  

Deals are typically proposed by the management, but it is up to the board whether they can proceed 

beyond the initial phase. In the first place by defining the M&A strategy, but also by challenging the 

strategic fit of a potential transaction. 

Really important to establish clear demarcation of task and respect the principles. 

The board should not ‘fall in love’ with target companies, not take the right actions, but ask the right 

questions. Questions on the… 

• Remuneration  

• Executive committee composition 

• Culture at the top 

• … 

Establishing the right level of oversight: due diligence findings, question the assumptions, address 

cultural issues, check deal valuation and the underlying grounds… 

Functioning of the board:  

• Board structures:  

• Board size and composition: too big = too many opinions = inefficient; but various 

opinions of diverse backgrounds are important 

• Independence level of the board 

• Board ownership? 

 

• Pitfalls for the board: if the board does not ask the right questions at the right moment, later 

other stakeholders will 

o Emotion instead of intrinsic conviction 

o Not implementation in organisations or strategy 

o Cultural misfit and inadequate financial alignment 

o Quality of reporting 

Board members – independent or not – should always have the independent mindset when judging. 

Developing a personal conviction and acting accordingly, interrogating the management, being able 

to resist to group pressure. 
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Questions? 

• How to assess if good principles are applied today? Not sufficiently! A plea for applying 

principles better and value the role the board needs to play. 

• Hard to pinpoint the problems, but hypotheses on why M&A failure is so big 

o Have the board plan ready in view of M&A (now too much on opportunistic basis > 

mgmt goes much faster than the board + big information asymmetry between the 

mgmt and the board 

o If the opportunity arises > how to manage the relationship with the management 

• Where does entrepreneurship end and governance begin? Balance between continuity and 

agility (which is entrepreneurship). Governance is changing fast. Boards have an active role 

to play, be more actively involved. We should question how boards should be composed 

today and why? The composition of the board is important.  

 

TRACK 2: M&A AS AN ACCELERATOR FOR GROWTH 

 

Unravelling the link between technological M&A and digital transformation (Thomas Dhondt, M&A 

Director Proximus, Bart Watteeuw, Director ICT Benelux Proximus), Stijn Degrieck (CEO Codit) 

Proximus key segments: 

1. Consumer (Belux) 

2. Enterprise (Benelux + adjacencies) 

3. Carrier Wholesale (BICS*) (global)  

* BICS is an international wholesale carrier platform allowing to offer services on a global basis.  

Focus across the segments: facilitating the digital transformation of our clients. 

In this presentation, we zoom in on the Enterprise segment of Proximus.  

• Acquisitions we have been doing over the last years have been centered around technology. 

In the last 5 years Proximus acquired 9 companies, which are a very nice diversification in 

the enterprise segment. 

• Digital transformation is a game changer that will have an impact on… 

o How our clients are changing interactions with their clients 

o How employees engage and efficiency 

o Products through a new business model 

o Processes: automation and data focus 

Our portfolio needed to evolve to play the new role we defined we needed to play! 

In the evolution towards cloud, everything is software defined (not fiber, firewalls…). Changing 

landscape, changed questions of clients fast. Need to transform of “infrastructure integrator” 

towards the “integrator of secure IT and infrastructure”. 

To avoid getting into competition with other parties, we really need to talk about the end-to-end 

value we can offer to the client. E.g. you have a factory dear client, let’s make it a smart factory.  
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Two priorities in which we need to invest in strategically: 

1. SECURITY: Constantly monitor networks (e.g. is someone breaching and what can we do 

about it for your customer and get the ransom software out of your network) 

2. MICROSOFT: Be a relevant Microsoft partners so transfer the networks of our clients to the 

cloud. Relevant M&A domain for us to be able to provide this for our clients.  

M&A as an integral part of the strategy implementation:  

• 2 security companies bought (BE and NL)  

• Other companies with the focus on Microsoft relevance, including Codit 
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• ° 2000 

• 170 people 

• Active in 7 markets 

• Tech company 

• Professional services 

• Go-to-market: 

1. Integration (automate data exchange with the least amount of manual interactions) 

2. Internet of things (a car, a fridge, a vacuum… capturing data > bring it safely to the 

cloud to analyze it) 

3. Cloud platforms (from servers to the cloud) 

4. Data & AI (once data are in the cloud, build value from it) 

 

Why Proximus-Codit fit? 

• Cloud vision 

• IoT offering 

• Complementarity & Synergies (not eliminating our central services, but lifting more 

advanced expertise e.g. HR) 

• No overlap of services (did not want to be bought to other big services company as we were 

(becoming) one ourselves) 

• Scale and expertise (scale of sales force, network… of Proximus) 

TARGET: Mentality at Codit in M&A process with Proximus:  We were not for sale! 

 “Not gonna happen – not need it” mentality 

• Stronger negotiation position 

• Gives you a critical mindset 

• Keeps the focus on the business 

• No decompression, disappointment in case of…  

BUYER: Proximus drivers for pursuing M&A (with Codit and others) – non exhaustive list:  

• Company maturity: buying small or big, it is pretty much the same effort > only consider 

companies with a management maturity and enough revenue; they can manage themselves 

• Exposure to growth in a profitable way with a defined regional focus (in this case the 

Benelux): we do look at profitability; does not necessarily need to be there from day one, 

but fast profit potential; growth opportunity should be evident 

• Cultural fit & founder / mgmt commitment: you need to assess the people that are there; 

tech comes from people; is there the positive click with senior leadership and the 

commitment to go forward (beyond the monetary value of the transaction); earn-out deal 

structures without perfect alignment will ultimately cost a lot of money 
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• Transaction structure, Identity & Autonomy: because you work in IT and you are tech > 

expectation for “Silicon Valley multiples”; aligning expectations should work; good level of 

rationality; likely more difficult for Proximus to buy a company in a competitive bid due to 

this outlook 

A transaction structure aims to balance different objectives of each stakeholder: 

• Make sure the business plan is realized, synergies are realized, control the company if things 

go off 

• Willingness to retain identity, autonomy at the target side (especially challenging when 

talking to founders to strike the right balance here) 

PMI is probably more important than M&A; once the contracts are signed, it is a matter to make it 

work and go into PMI and a strong process there 

• New “One Integrator” Organization 

• “Proximus Accelerators” as a joint voice to the market 

E.g. Security practice / cloud practice > Codit rolls this out across the Proximus group and we are 

using people to do this across the full group, also for the other companies. It is a matrix approach 

really. 

One Integrator should ensure 1 + 1 > 2 (guide the line between autonomy and positive synergy). 

One integrator program, e.g. on HR, but with degrees that allow for autonomy (e.g. all can keep their 

own car policy as this is important in IT). 

Some lessons learned from M&A at Proximus:  

• High growth companies are also exposed to disruption and need to evolve themselves (we 

cannot take the assumption that what we bought is gonna remain the same > you need to 

continue to invest in these companies so they can continue to evolve) 

• Synergy execution takes time & type of synergies evolve. General lesson: we need to be less 

aggressive in our assumptions; it takes more time to realize the synergies.  

• Impact Proximus on smaller organizations: you name it and we have a policy for it; good 

balance to find on what new people should comply with and what we do not ‘impose’ upon 

them 

• Transparency and bilateral discussions: create the intimacy with the other party how we see 

the collaboration with the other party; we try to avoid to go in competitive bids; you can be 

much more open what is going on in the business, avoid after-talks on liabilities of things 

that did not work 

Some lessons learned from the M&A at Codit: 

• 1 spokesperson at the Codit side, representing the shareholders; good to keep the balance 

between enthusiasm and challenging mindset 

• M&A group versus finance team: very big processes to cope with for a small organization 

• Minority shareholders abroad: a drag-along enforcing them to sell along; needed to be 

managed alongside the facing time with Proximus 

• Keep the businesss running, keeping clients and co-workers involved 

• Keep it under the radar: avoid that people would get disappointed  
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In retrospect:  

• We have more impact in Proximus than expected 

• Strategic fit has been confirmed, not only M&A words, but realized in the day-to-day 

• Promises have been kept and this is important for our co-workers (no changes to office 

location, no changes to car policy…) – our people were really sceptic about this and 

maybe still they are a bit; proof is in the eating 

• Execution takes time: e.g. sales, winning deals together with Proximus team, we need to 

give it time; you must get to know the people (and there’s many at Proximus), build a 

personal connection 

 

Acquisitions across borders: an essential part of the global strategy (Dirk Coorevits, CEO Soudal) 

Intro by the host: the gain from international acquisitions is a bit higher than local, but the variance 

is bigger (lower to higher).  

Intro by the notetaker: a very nice testimonial of an impressive growth company, straight from the 

heart and straight to the heart. And with very useful lessons to take-away from. 

• CEO: working for 38 years for the company 

• Started in 1966 by Vic Swerts, founder and owner 

• Board motto: ‘You can always do more than is expected from you’ 

• Mission since 1992: become the world largest manufacturer… 

 

• Average growth YoY >10% 

• Going on 1 billion 

• 3.235 employees (grow with the same pace almost; not that we do not want to automate, 

but also big sales organization) 

• Number 1 foam manufacturer in the world 

• Number 3 sealant and adhesives manufacturers  

• Factory driven businesss: 97% own production 

• Clients: (biggest client is 4% of business) > not depending much on any single client 

o 35% DIY retail,  

o 55% construction,  

o 10% industry  

• Growth  

o More products (offer packages, one-stop shop)  

o More segments  

o More geographies 

• Growth routes:  

o Organic growth  

▪ The hard way of growing  

▪ Knocking doors, establishing the brand and the customer base 

▪ Country by country 

o Acquisitions in the last years 

• Decentralized model:  
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o Need for a localized production in many markets; products also adapted to local 

norms / legislation  

o Currency risk; hedging is tried here and there (with the banks in the room), but 

apparently you always loose      ; we lose a lot of money on currency 

o Prices can vary a lot in the different markets / continents; through the 

internationalization, more and more towards alike prices for raw materials 

o Due to internationalization, we had to start to consider buying companies 

 

• Some cases:  

o Case India: joint venture in India (McCoY SOUDAL, 50/50) > we recommend never to 

do this      ; the local partner is the real boss, they are there and know the market 

o Case China: instead of collecting money, we ended up losing a lot of money / paying 

money; the worst country we have in our mix; since many decades we went to China 

and there is one constant: we have always lost money there (but we never give up 

     ) 

o Case Slovenia: we bought a company from the Church; no SLA, no warranties, give 

us the money and we give you the company. And so, we did. Sometimes you must 

dare. 

o Case South-Korea: very hard-working people. Gateway to Asia. Import fees to other 

markets in Asia (10%) we do not have to pay them if we produce and export out of 

South-Korea.  

o Case Russia: one day Mr. Putin will likely only support companies that have 

companies in Russia. It is more expensive than producing in Poland or so and 

importing, but still good to think ahead and operate out of Russia. 

 

Some important points we take to heart:  

Wherever we go, we give the guarantee that we will GROW the business. We keep 

everybody on board and will attract more in our growth.  

We are very LOYAL to our employees, to our clients and to our suppliers. We never 

compromise on loyalty. 

We always try to BE AHEAD of our time. 

 

The more you go to unknown territories, the more important it is to acquire to grow. 

Reasons to acquire: 

o Quick market access (we cannot always afford to buy big ones, so we buy small and aim to 

grow from there) 

o New technologies: sometimes you can learn from new technologies (sometimes you end up 

in a catch 22, buying an asset that requires assets from other companies, with 

dependencies) 

o Extra management capabilities (we are always short of good people) 
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o Local knowledge: people who are there, know the market better than you do; definitely if 

you do not speak the language; we have even bought companies of whom the owner and 

the management do not speak English)  

o Local culture: in Turkey you can put a 30-year talent in the management seat, but not in 

China for instance; you need to know the local recipe of success 

o Local production base: not a key driver, but a potential lever of success 

o Necessary in the internationalization/consolidation race: e.g. contract with retail 

organizations stipulating we need to supply just-in-time in an unexpected mix of markets, 

even cities; it is a rat race to get a certain size; if you want to grow, you need to take the 

momentum and grow the volume to match the needs of your diverse counterparts 

Lessons learned: 

o Follow your strategy with an open mind: keep your long-term goal in mind, but don’t be 

blind for necessities or opportunities 

o Organic growth is normally safer, more stable, but slower 

o Small acquisitions cost as much energy as big ones (they cannot explain what they do, you 

do not always want to know what they do, they have no finance, no experts… a person who 

has never done a transaction it a nightmare; in short: a mess      ; you should even consider 

to pay them to hire professional advisors to deal with) 

o Prefer structured profitable ones 

o The further, the more cultural differences (and do not make a mistake here: Koreans are 

different, but also Americans are) 

o Do not save on advisors during the process (sometimes we get very mad with them and 

they invoice a lot of hours, but we save a lot of money when having good contracts as well) 

o Look for synergies, but try not to pay for them       

o Most often the old management is not the right one 

o Do not believe the hockey stick stories (or use earn-out mechanisms) 

o Don’t be blinded by the hunt 

o Currently the multiples are “crazy” and known; you must be ready for these multiples and 

just make sure it is the right fit for your business and your company 

o Install immediately a strong financial monitoring and controlling system 

o Decision: to integrate or not, what does this mean? Make informed decisions. E.g. in Turkey 

a rebranding to an international brand name creates premium brand value, so on request it 

is possible. The basic outlook is that we do NOT integrate.  

o Try to be pro-active instead of reactive (often we have bought a company because it was 

offered to us; only the last years we have been more proactive); we have never given a 

mandate to an expert company to go and find targets yet, but that may change. 

o Explain the Soudal culture and values: e.g. we are modest, we focus on people and culture, 

bad news needs to travel fast, openness; this is not a given in many markets; we are very 

outspoken about this and walk the talk 

It is all simple.       
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Avoiding pitfalls in a merger process (Prof. Philippe Haspelslagh, Chairman Ardo) 

Focus on MERGERS and with a focus on big multi-nationals.  

But in practice:  

o Learnings also often from mergers that did not happen. 

o Knowledge not at all as applicable when having to apply it to my own family business 

(Ardo-Dujardin, company from the nephews) 

Motivation for equal mergers: the inevitable industry consolidation leaders can acquire midsize 

players to try to leapfrog. 

What is equality? 

o Equal value? 

o Equal blood groups? 

o Equal say and governance? 

o Equal chances to be chosen (e.g. 2 finance directors, 2 marketing mangers…)? 

Conditions for agreement versus conditions for success 

 

FOUR STAGES: 

1. Winning the Mating Dance: at one point, everybody is talking to everybody; most 

conversations never go anywhere, even of those that go far 

2. Planning the Merger: discuss all the details 

3. Execute the Merger: in fact, it is just the beginning 

4. Building the New and Better Company 

 

1. WINNING THE MATING DANCE: 

It is in fact very easy to see if you can or cannot merge fast.  

o Compatibility at the top (who will be Chairman, who will be CEO? > white smoke is needed) 

o A common vision of the future (resource allocation afterwards; which children are you 

gonna feed more, which ones may you kill) 

o A clear benefit case (the market does not like mergers as there is no fat money to be made) 

o Handing the symbolic issues (e.g. where is the new HQ gonna be, the new name, which 

name comes first…) 

o Sticking to a fair valuation (for listed companies, this is easy; for privately owned companies 

this is much harder); agreement in February and deal in December, things will have shifted, 

do you renegotiate or not 

o A new (old) board 

If you do not have ways to sort this, you will not have a merger. 
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2. PLANNING THE MERGER 

 

o From equal blood groups to equal chances 

o From best of both, dare to go to new and better 

o Delegated versus consensual decision making; top-down or let people own this process and 

try to make consensus (case ABN / AMRO; two Dutch investment bankers based close to one 

another, but VERY different) 

o Families do it with trust – the word trust is the differentiator here 

o Case Ardo / Dujardin:  

▪ 4 brothers and 3 brothers = 7 families merging 

▪ One-year merger talks around the diner table, no lawyers, bankers, 

investment bankers involved, only the living grandmother around the table, 

pouring coffee and thinking what the late husband would have said 

▪ Trust is paramount: due diligence is simple 

▪ Historic comparative rebitdas 

 

3. EXECUTE THE MERGER 

 

o Tying up the legal/financial merger 

o Jumping into the new structure 

o Try to go for quick wins, driving fast benefits 

o Make pragmatic choices 

o Case Ardo / Dujardin 

▪ ARDO brand name, better internationally 

▪ 3 person Execom: Dujardin CEO responsible for integration 

▪ What you do not want to do is to lose the market, so integrating the sales 

force is a priority 

▪ Quick wins in factory specialization and purchasing 

▪ Result in the first year: 

• No sales lost (small growth) 

• Positive EBITDA uplift with around 2% 

 

 

4. BUILDING THE NEW AND BETTER COMPANY 

 

o The merger takes you only so far 

o You merge and you think you have a new strategy and a new organization, but you 

have a big phase ahead: building the better company 

o And problem is that people are very tired by now (having worked hard, faced 

losses…) 

o Growing the size of your new shoes: ready for the new ambition? 

o Mergers stall, and fatigue set ins 

o Managing the HOW, not only the WHAT: new processes, new players on the field 

o You get the values you measure and reward: performance and collaboration  
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PLENARY PART 2 

 

When duty calls: transferring leadership in the family business (Catherine Gilain-Pycke, Executive 

Director Inex) & Prof. Katleen De Stobbeleir, Vlerick) 

 

A session on leadership in the family business: Catherine used to be the 

leader of Inex and today she is Executive Director. 

CEO unprepared at the age of 37 – with 2 young children – when her 

father died too young due to illness.  

 

Inex: when duty calls. 

o Announced as speaker with no public experience 

o Preparing the speech was a rewarding and sometimes emotional journey 

Product range: all products you can find in the dairy aisle of a supermarket (except for cheese). 

Main objective: adding value to dairy  

Turnover: 170mio € annual turnover 

Location: 1 plant based in Bavegem near Ghent 

Employees: 450 

History: https://www.inex.be/en/about/History 

 

Catherine Gilain-Pycke:  

Start: difficult times 

o Running the business together with a father in a destructive life-stage 

o Very hard sector: very volatile prices, big volumes and low margins 

o Dioxin crisis in full swing 

o Taking over as a manger unprepared in a time when good people had left the company 

o Brother went for natural water business / sisters for the dairy part of the business – both 

sisters 50% of the shares 

o Not easy to implement the ‘split’ between water / dairy as f.i. a lot of employees were 

working for both branches 

o 4 years down the line, when the split was done, we got in a much better place and the 

split worked out well 

Next phase: family governance 

o What my father did not do (because he died too young, but also because he had difficulties 

to let go), we felt as sisters we needed to do, i.e. think about the future and succession 

https://www.inex.be/en/about/History
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planning; we did it at the right moment, before there were any aspirations of any of our 

children 

o It is much easier to put the ‘rules’ on paper when there are no issues whatsoever and you 

can always go back to what you have put on paper together 

o The sisters have 5 children in total and it is clear what the rules are for them to enter (or not 

to enter) the company (e.g. university degree required, at least 4 years working experience 

in other company, managers have the final say…) 

 

What about my own transition? 

o I started thinking about my own transition at the age of 44. Based on my history. I want my 

succession to be arranged before there would be an issue. 

o At that time, my very best friend was in a terminal phase of cancer. She persuaded me to 

think about my own succession and to take time for this and time for myself. 

o And maybe I was just tired after 20 years of bad and good moments. I came to the moment 

when new opportunities came on my desk and I was wondering whether we should. I had to 

admit I could not give 100% of myself anymore and hence was getting in the way of the 

future success. 

5 years ago, and even today, no one in the family is ready for an operational role. I went to a 

headhunter, but it was very hard to find the perfect match.  

And suddenly someone stepped up and we gave it a chance to start as operational director for 3 

years before stepping up. After 18 months, we were ready for it. 

Challenges? 

o Maybe not as easy for me. I was thinking of what Inex needed, but not as much about what I 

needed. 

o Today, responsible for M&A and strategy. 

o President of Inex and of the Belgian dairy industry. 

Forum and self-reflection 

I’m part of a forum where on a monthly basis we exchange on professional and personal 

ambitions. Really a good sounding board and driver for me. 

 

Next goal: transfer the passion to the next (the 5th) generation 

Family forum established to pass on the passion and the knowledge to the next generation. 
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Prof. Katleen De Stobbeleir 

LESSONS LEARNED:  

1. When duty calls… stay authentic when going to / through transitions 

o What is authenticity? 

▪ Not being true to yourself and how you are 

▪ Not being close to your emotions  

▪ It is about making value-based choices 

o Be authentic and embrace a growth mindset 

o Different mindsets:  

▪ Fixed mindset: born this way; failure the is limit of my abilities 

▪ Growth mindset: failure is an opportunity to grow – one does not 

necessarily need to have this, one can grow it 

o Both mindsets can be very successful in business; when changes come 

along, challenges, the growth mindset will thrive 

 

2. When duty calls… beware of the CEO disease 

o The more you will grow into an organization, the less you will know 

o Quiz in this audience: 75% thinks they perform better than average  

o This is GOOD, but it may also BLIND you and you should be aware of the symptoms 

▪ Only Yes-nodders around you 

▪ Culture of silent respect 

▪ Regrettable losses 

There is a ‘cure’ for the CEO disease:  

▪ Challenge 

▪ Feedback 

▪ Support 

 

3. When duty calls… you need to learn about top sports 

o One thing top sports people need to learn: to rest 

o Resting not for the sake of resting, but to perform better after 

 

4. When duty calls… beware of heroic leadership 

o Command and control 

o Command and collaborate 
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From Belgian start-up to global scale-up: lessons learned from Winston Churchill (Kristof De Wulf, 

Co-founder and CEO InSites Consulting) 

Winston Churchill 

Our education was simply interrupted by our schooling. Let’s take some lessons from practice… 

1999: Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak. Courage is also what it takes to sit down and 

listen. 4 founders, as from day 1 making decisions all together. You must sit down and make 

decisions together. We are used to this more democratic principle to make decisions and we still 

benefit from that every day. Today we are 20 private partners together with Mentha Capital and still 

we make it work well. 

2000: To build may have to be the slow and laborious task of years. To destroy can be the 

thoughtless act of a single day. Ubimedia investment was too much money, too soon. We were not 

self-critical enough and it nearly killed us. We ran out of money, literally. 

2001: Now that we have run out of money, we have to think. The business model was not the best, 

at least not yet. The revenue model did not work. Buying back the shares was the turning point in 

our history. 

2002: History will be kind to me for I intend to write it. BHAG has been circling around: putting a 

dent in the universe someway, somehow. Often distance. “We are gonna make the market research 

a sexy industry.” – one of our BHAG that went way beyond the company. We were trying to be 

disruptive and sharing with the world that we were gonna turn it around. 

2003: You have enemies? Good. That means you’ve stood up for something, sometime in your life. 

We had enemies throughout. Offline research. Ad hoc research… people understood what we were 

fighting for. Never a real enemy, a competitor. But good to share (in a respectful manner), what it is 

what we wanted to destroy. 

2004: You will never get to the end of the journey if you stop to shy a stone at every dog that 

barks. Keep your calm and your focus on executing your own strategy. Not on the competitors. 

Focus fully on what you want to achieve. 

2005: The empires of the future are the empires of the mind. We started to think about punching 

above our weight. Doing things very differently. Content marketing. We were much smaller than 

anyone knew as we were talked about more than many far bigger than us. We started to build the 

empires of the mind a lot with quite big investments. 50+ ebitda levels…  

2006: The problems of victory are more agreeable than those of defeat, but they are no less 

difficult. We needed to be less greedy in the way we executed. We were asking too much from 

people. And lack of focus. We made the mistake of doing too much, because everything we did 

added business. But focus… was missing. E.g. running a separate business under 1 roof (panel 

business). We would kill that other pillar to focus… 

2007: Success is not final; failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts. We opened 

an office in the Netherland before and failed hard (hiring a hot shot from a big telecom company). In 

2008 we went again on our own force.  
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2008: We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give. We sold 20% of our 

own shares to new partners joining, people with proven track records. It was the start of many 

practices we still embrace today. E.g. the company-in-the-company practice, trusting people to do a 

good job and running the business as if it is their own. 

2009: These are not dark days: these are great days – the greatest days our country has ever lived. 

We were accelerating the risk in days when it was not evident to do. We invested in corporate 

services, opening new offices, investing in technology. 

2010: Success is going from failure to failure without the loss of enthusiasm. We repeated the 

mistake we had made in the Netherlands before in London. We spend a lot on opening the UK office 

with an external hotshot again. We are now in a healthy place, but we could have been bigger there 

likely… Later we would send out partners to open offices. It demands a lot of energy and a lot of 

knowledge of the company. 

2011: However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results. We were 

becoming a big elephant on thin ice. We had to think about a more sustainable business model. 

Needing to shift from ad hoc to structural / contracted / more predictable business. From 5% to 50% 

in about 5 years. 

2012: When there is no enemy within, the enemies outside cannot hurt you. Some painful 

moments and treats came from within at times. A very extensive shareholder agreement was in 

place and that helped us to overcome some challenges encountered like with 2 partners exiting. And 

still today we are good friends.  

2013: We have nothing to fear but fear itself. A lot of barriers are in the mind. If we do not believe 

we can do it, we will not do it. We need to take away mental hurdles and show proofpoints for the 

people that we can do it, that we ARE doing it.  

2014: Of course, I’m an egoist. Where do you get if you aren’t? We had to also start to reflect upon 

the value of shareholder ship. It touches upon the very heart of the culture. But we needed to have 

this honest and open conversations. It is a human thing to want to put money on the bank account 

at one point to go on. We started the dialog together. 

2015: For myself I am an optimist. Continue to share positive news! 

2016: Continuous effort – not strength or intelligence – is the key to unlocking our potential. 

Persistence is key! 

2017: Let our advance worrying become advance thinking and planning. The choice for PE was the 

perfect choice for us. A party alongside who is NIFO but adds value to the businesss in very tangible 

ways. We went through an auction process, totally underestimating the time it would take from our 

side. Good support by PWC, but so much of a surprise the first time. Luckily, we were so many 

partners so that only a few needed to engage and the rest could keep the eye on the ball. 

2018: I am fond of pigs. Dogs look up to us. Cats look down on us. Pigs treat us as equals. Mentha 

treated us as equals from the start. E.g. they invited all the partners to the table.  

To improve is to change; to perfect is to change often. This year we doubled the business. We have 

to continue to reflect upon whether we are still the right people, on the right course, making the 

right decisions… Making people embrace change the whole time, that is cricital. 
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2019: Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of 

the beginning. We continue the dialog with another 4 parties that could lift us close to 100mio. We 

will see how fast… 

2020: The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see. Next stage is 

about keeping people energized about the next growth stage.  

 

 

Please excuse me for errors or bad interpretation. These notes were made live in the conference 

room and distributed right after. So, no quality control or enrichment has taken place yet. Some 

work left for you… But enjoy the notes as they stand and feel free to use as you please. 

Kind regards, 

M 
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